Rabbenu Gershom Meor ha-Golah (c. 1000 CE), equated the wife's position with that of her husband, and the husband could no longer divorce his wife against her will, but both sides had to agree to the divorce. In other words, just as a marriage requires that both parties agree to it of their own free will, from that time onward, the dissolution of a marriage also required the consent of both parties. 7 I point out that this is not substantive equality, but rather formal equality; as experts in different aspects of Jewish family law point out, the denitions of unfaithfulness that are a sufcient basis for the dissolution of a marriage, the justications for divorce, and the methods of compelling divorce, are not symmetrical, with the husband's position far stronger than that of his wife. 8 Moreover, a woman's status in a Jewish marriage is much worse when her husband obstinately refuses to grant her a divorce or her brother-in-law refuses to carry out halitzah (the process by which a childless widow and a brother of her deceased husband may avoid the obligation of a levirate marriage) in order to release her from a levirate marriage. As is explored at length elsewhere, 9 there has been considerable discussion regarding the source of the problem of the woman's status and possible solutions for this unique situation of levirate marriage and of the husband's refusal to grant a divorce, which in the opinion of many halakhic authorities is the most problematic and difcult halakhic issue in general, and in family law in particular.
In my previous research, 10 I explored also the use of contractual devices, such as conditional marriage and prenuptial agreements, to, inter alia, deal with, or at least lessen, the dismal plight of the agunah (Jewish chained woman). Throughout that research, I also tried to overcome the main halakhic obstacle to using contractual mechanisms, the well-known Talmudic dictum that "there is no conditional marriage." With this background in mind, in this article I take the issue one step farther and explore a unique contractual stipulation that may be perceived as a form of conditional marriage: the temporary marriage. 11 As opposed to my previous writing in this eld, 7 See RABBEINU ASHER, RESP. HA-ROSH ch. 42, s.v. "dayo" (1954) . For conrmation of the effectiveness of this decree and its wide acceptance in different communities, see, for example, RABBI NISSIM BEN REUVEN GIRONDI (THE RAN) RESP. HA-RAN ch. 38 (1950) . For a summary of the different opinions regarding this decree, see 17 TALMUDIC ENCYCLOPEDIA 378 (Shlomo Y. Zevin et al. eds., 1990) ; SCHERESCHEWSKY, supra note 5, at 280-81. 8 For criticism of the religious marital structure in general, and the Jewish structure in particular, see Zvi H. Triger, The Gendered Racial Formation: Foreign Men, "Our" Women, and the Law, 30 WOMEN'S RIGHTS LAW REPORTER 479 (2008 -2009 144-45 (2005) , and all the other references discussed in the chapter 4 of Margalit, supra note 6. 9 MARGALIT, supra note 6. 10 Id. at chapter 4. 11 For the claim that there is nothing in Jewish law to prevent a temporary marriage, either for a period of days or months, or with a view to dissolving it at an unspecied future date, see HAIM COHN, JEWISH LAW IN ISRAELI JURISPRUDENCE 16 (1968) ; Bernard Meislin, Jewish Law of Marriage in American Courts, 11 JOURNAL OF FAMILY LAW 271, 275 n.13 (1971 -1972 .
which has been written almost entirely from the standpoint of the dogmatic method of halakhic research, 12 this article focuses more on the historical method. 13 In this article I illustrate Talmudic sources of the Jewish temporary marriage and trace its inu-ence on halakhic rulings, on the responsa literature, and on the rulings of the rabbinical courts. I rst analyze the Talmudic sources regarding "Who would be mine for a day?" which, in the eyes of many commentators and scholars, is a classic Talmudic application of a temporary marriage. I next discuss the Shi'ite temporary marriage for pleasure, its historical sources, its modern applications, and its inuence on Jewish and Karaite responsa. I then explore the common roots of the Talmudic temporary marriage and the Shi'ite marriage for pleasure in ancient Persian law.
man havya le-yoma? (who will be mine for a day?)
In exploring Talmudic sources that are relevant to this discussion, I found a puzzling-and astonishing-issue in the Babylonian Talmud. There are two parallel sources that may perhaps serve as evidence for the validity of a temporary marriage that is agreed upon at the time of the marriage ceremony itself. Such marriages are dissolved by a get (religious divorce), and according to some of the authorities discussed above, a get itself may not be necessary for dissolving the marriage. I am referring to the discussion of kiddushin lezman (temporary marriage) evoked by the appeal of Rav and R. Nahman, two of the most important Babylonian amoraim (the Talmudic sages, or Jewish scholars, of the period from about 200 to 500 CE): "Who will be mine for a day?" 14 Below is the text:
Whenever Rav came to Darshis, he would announce: Who would be mine for a day? Whenever R. Nahman [15] would come to Shekunziv he would have it announced: Who will be mine for a day? [16] But has it not been taught: No man should marry a woman in one country and then go and marry a woman in another country lest they < their children > marry one another, with the result that a brother would marry his sister or a father his daughter, and one would ll all the world with bastardy to which the scriptural passage refers: And the land became full of lewdness?-I will tell you: <The affairs of > the Rabbis are wellknown. But did not Rava say: If one has proposed marriage to a woman and she has consented then she must await seven clean days?-The Rabbis informed them before by sending their messenger earlier. Or, if you like, say: They only arranged for private meetings with them, because "You cannot compare one who has bread in his basket with one who has no bread in his basket." 17 The Talmud is amazed that the sages allowed themselves such behavior, as their conduct violates a ruling in a beraita (external Mishnah, i.e., a tradition in the Jewish oral law not incorporated in the latter), which forbids marrying a woman in one place and then leaving her to reside in another place. As R. Eliezer ben Yaakov, in the abovementioned Talmudic passages, points out, this is because of the danger that a brother will not know about his half sister from the same father, and they will inadvertently marry and produce mamzerim (bastards). This text is extremely difcult to comprehend. The rabbis have reason to fear their evil inclination ( yetzer hara), but they must also fear their Creator. On the one hand, if we are talking about cohabitation that is not fully halakhically valid, as in the case of an additional wife to the rst wife who is legally married to the sage (and is living in a different place), how do we justify these sages' inappropriate deeds? 18 Perhaps the text is an amoraic documentation of the halakhic approach to temporary marriages of a predetermined length and their annulment at the end of that period (apparently with a get, although opinions are not unanimous). On the other hand, if the text is indeed referring to a temporary marriage, how do we explain this immoral behavior of sages who were already legally married yet took an extra wife for a predetermined period 19 and made the specic condition of a temporary marriage before the marriage? 20 Rashi, in his commentary to the texts in Yoma and Yevamot, explains that the words "Who will be mine for a day?" refer to a search for a woman who would agree to be married for one or several 17 45, at 132-34 (1964) .
days while the sage is in town, after which they would separate. 21 It would seem that the text is referring to a full marriage requiring a divorce procedure to end it. On the other hand, the Talmud suggests-and such suggestions sometimes have the status of a halakhic ruling-that the woman is not fully married but has simply been designated for him. Indeed, many of the early rabbinic authorities followed the opinion of the tosast RI-(Rabbi Yitzhak ben Shmuel the Elder), who asserts that the text is not referring to a proper marriage, but a situation in which a woman is allocated to the sage de jure but not de facto. The purpose was to ensure that the sages would be able to satisfy their sexual needs, 22 but the marriage was not a full marriage that requires a get. 23 Similarly Yitzhak bar Sheshet Perfet (Rivash, ch. 398) writes as follows:
But it would seem that this is only a designation; in other words a woman is selected and makes preparations to marry the rabbis if the rabbis should wish to do so. The rabbis would not marry them; but would make a condition to marry them should they [the rabbis] so desire. This would calm their sexual urges, as a woman was available in the town and was prepared to marry them should they so wish. 24
Isaiah the Elder of Terani (Rid) holds a similar view. He writes that this is not a full marriage with the right to have intercourse, but only permission to be with the woman: "One may claim that they were not alone together in one bed, but were together in the same house; he remained with the men and his wife remained with the women." 25 One group of early rabbinic authorities is of the opinion that the marriage was a fully legal marriage, but without sexual intercourse. Therefore, the sage would set down a condition at the time of the marriage that the marriage is valid only while he is in town, and when he leaves town, the woman will agree to a divorce. According to Rabbenu Hananel, this is a fully legal marriage that requires a get to dissolve it before the sage leaves town. He writes, "So, who will be mine for a day and when I leave the place I will divorce her . . . . How can you say that they had intercourse with her. They did not [have intercourse] but only enjoyed her company." 26 Meiri, in his work Bet ha-Behirah, explained the Talmudic text as follows:
This describes how one of our sages would marry a woman temporarily in every town in which he stayed, even where his stay was as short as one day, in order to control his sexual urges, and he would make a condition that he was marrying her for a short period in order that she should agree to a divorce afterwards, and no sexual relations took place. They would merely occupy the same house, so that he should not feel the lack of a wife and could more easily resist his urges. 27 Some rabbinic authorities tried to dismiss the problem of the Talmudic text by claiming it to be pure slander and not originally part of the Babylonian Talmud, inserted by a student of one of the ye h e z ke l m a r g a l i t sages who had erred in his ways or wished to mock. 28 According to Chaim Bloch, the text was inserted by residents of Shekunzib, who were known for their sense of humor. The sages made no such declaration, but rather it was simply a joke by a resident of Shekunzib, in which he incorporated the name of a prominent person. 29 Other commentators attempted to mitigate the problem of taking a wife in a temporary marriage for a predetermined period rather than conducting an ofcial marriage ceremony with a hupah (the Jewish canopy) and kiddushin (the Jewish betrothal) by dening this deed as pilagshut, whose only purpose was to save these sages from their evil inclinations. Shmuel Shtrason (Rashash), in his commentary to this text in Yoma, explains, "We would explain that he did not marry by means of kiddushin and hupah but retained them for intercourse as a pilegesh [concubine] according to the rulings by Ra'avad and Nahmanides that a pilegesh is permitted to commoners . . . A regular marriage requires counting seven days of purity, but this form does not." 30 Yaakov ben Zvi Hirsch Ashkenazi Emden (1698-1776) used this precedent for his famous ruling permitting a man to take a pilegesh, based on these two sages who took women without a hupah and kiddushin. He writes, It is said in the rst chapter of Yoma that when Rav reached Darshish, he announced, "Who will be mine for a day?" People were amazed and asked if he had intercourse with her. I wrote that this proves that a commoner is allowed to take a pilegesh, because it is obvious that a commoner would not write a ketubah (Jewish marriage contract) for one day, but would take her as a pilegesh and he does not have to write ketubah for her, therefore there is no problem that he is not allowed to remain with her without a ketubah. The intention is that a man should not hold his wife in contempt and be able to divorce her easily, and this permanence refers only to taking a wife who requires a ketubah. Since this permanence was explicitly agreed between them, he cannot change the conditions without her agreement. However, in the case of a pilegesh, she has agreed to his conditions. This is obviously the case for those rabbis who were interested in a temporary arrangement for one day and would be leaving the following day. 31 28 See YOSEF Z. DINER (RITZAD), NOVELLAE TO TRACTATE ZEBAHIM VOL. 4 88 (1999 t e m p o ra r y m a r r i a g e journal of law and religion
Other authorities were of the opinion that this was not a legal marriage in which sexual intercourse is permitted, but rather a marriage for a xed time that did not include sexual relations but simply serving the husband, such as housekeeping and the like. As explained in a geonic commentary, "There was no sexual intercourse but the woman would serve in the house during the day." 32 Some early rabbinic authorities were of the opinion that the marriage was legal, and there was no need for divorce when the sage left town because the women were available every time the sage returned. 33 Other authorities ruled that the marriage was valid and a get was required in order to abrogate it. According to Avraham min ha-Har (1315) in his commentary to Yevamot, s.v. "le-Yome," we can understand that the text is referring to a valid marriage, which must be dissolved by providing a get: "Who will be mine for a day while I am staying here and I will divorce her. They would do so in every place they visited, even though they already had wives and children. This is the rst explanation." 34 Other academic scholars offered some strange explanations in their struggle to understand this puzzling text. Yet all were an apologetic attempt to avoid the obvious meaning. 35 In their opinion, it cannot be deduced from the text that the reference may indeed be to a temporary marriage. Their explanations included the following: Rav wished to do away with the negative custom of a wedding that was conducted without prior matchmaking and therefore asked his fellow citizens to arrange a marriage for him; the act was to counter the evil inclination and to prevent a possible test of a sexual nature, and the sage therefore wished to marry in order to neutralize his evil inclination; 36 due to the halakhic prohibitions of being alone with the wife of the innkeeper and questions of kashrut regarding the food, together with problematic relationships with the sages' wives, the sages preferred to take an extra wife, if "she [the extra wife] agreed" 37 ; the Persians used to offer a woman to important guests who arrived without their wives, and therefore the sages made the cti-tious announcement that they were looking for wives in order to prevent the Persians from sending them a Persian woman.
Further explanations include that the announcement, "Who will be mine for a day?" is not a search for a woman with whom to conduct marital relations, but a search for a place to stay while in the town; this is neither a public declaration nor a search for a wife, but a halakhic statement or popular saying briey alluding to the issue of sexual intercourse on the Day of Atonement; these statements are a result of problems between the sages and their wives, hinting ye h e z ke l m a r g a l i t that they could take additional wives, or perhaps the wives' behavior may have been the result of these declarations. 38 Before presenting a novel explanation of the Talmudic text, and what I consider an interesting approach, which I discuss in some detail below, I offer the following discussion of an ancient and unique Muslim form of marriage that does not appear to be relevant to our discussion and is most certainly antithetical to the spirit of Judaism but might, however, shed light on the ancient Persian-Babylonian roots of temporary marriage, which are reected in the Babylonian Talmud.
the shi'ite temporary marriage for pleasure (
The Shi'ite temporary marriage-muta-is a temporary marriage whose main purpose is pleasure. When the marriage contract expires, the woman is available again for marriage to anyone, without this entailing any formal divorce procedure. This form of marriage has been discussed in some detail in the scholarly literature 39 and has even been the subject of a lm that examines this unique type of marriage. 40 Traditionally, the muta marriage has been one of the points of contention between Sunni and Shi'ite Islam; it was permitted by the latter but categorically forbidden by the former. 41 It seems that today, the situation is reversed, and those who previously forbade the marriage tend to permit it, while those who used to permit the marriage now raise objections to it in order to limit its prevalence. 42 There are those who claim that Shi'ite Islam tended to permit it because the Shi'ites were a persecuted minority, eeing from place to place, and it was necessary to develop a form of marriage that was suitable to this way of life. 43 Other scholars claim that this was the reason Shi'ite ideologists clothed the institution in holiness, 44 to the extent that some imams have ruled that a person who has not tried this form of marriage has not completely fullled the precepts of Islamic marriage. 45 One of the interesting religious justications for this Shi'ite approach is the Sunni opposition. Any Shi'ite who enters into such a marriage gains spiritually, especially if he marries one of Muhammad's descendants. It would seem that ignoring the prohibition to the muta marriage laid down by Caliph Omar in the seventh century CE would probably give God pleasure according to the Shi'ite approach, particularly in view of Sunni opposition to it. 46 This form of marriage is built on mutual agreement (lazim), established by the marriage proposal and its acceptance (ḳ abul and ıd̲ j ̲ ab), and requires specifying the time span for the marriage (ad̲ j ̲ al), which may vary from one day to several years, but no more than ninety-nine years. It is not clear what happens to an agreement that has no clearly dened time span. Does it become a standard marriage or is the marriage contract null and void? 47 The contract must also include the exact payment to be made to the woman who agrees to these conditions (ad̲ j ̲ r/mahr), otherwise the contract is null and void. 48 The muta marriage was customary for traveling men, but not exclusively, and it permitted them to take additional wives over and above their four legal wives. The muta marriage expires at the agreed upon time; however, the groom can terminate the agreement at any time, whereas the bride cannot terminate it at all. Thus, in these temporary marriages, women are treated like the object of a lease: the man can discard them at any time, thus breaking the contract, and thus giving the male a lot of freedom. 49 However, a muta marriage cannot be extended, even by mutual agreement. Instead, a new marriage ceremony and bridal contract is required prior to the expiry of the original contract. This marriage does not place any obligations on the husband with regard to his wife, not even food and lodging, and there are no rights of inheritance on either side. However, according to some opinions, if the marriage contract contains a specic stipulation, it must be legally validated. 50 
The Ancient Roots of the Shi'ite Temporary Marriage
The muta form of marriage was common among Arabs as early as the fourth century CE. 51 It appears that muta marriages were known in the Jahiliyya period (the time period before Muhammad received his rst revelation of the Qur'an) and were also very common in Eritrea. AND ISLAM 98 (1984) . Although, I should point out that it is difcult to connect the phenomenon that he discusses with the Islamic muta because in those days the woman would bring a tent and spear to the man she was interested in, and after a certain time she was allowed to leave him. ye h e z ke l m a r g a l i t Thus, the institution has a long history prior to its adoption by Islam. 53 It should be pointed out that in addition to the sources already mentioned, there are references to muta marriages in the fourth century, not only in the Arabian Peninsula, but also in Egypt. 54 It is, however, most common nowadays in Iran (previously Persia), which was governed by Islamic law after the Arab conquest and the death of Muhammad in 632 CE. It was relatively easy for different peoples to accept Islamic religious rule, as it offered equality and tolerance of the state that existed prior to the conquest. 55 The term muta does not appear in the Qur'an. Some commentaries suggest that there is a verse in the Sura about women ( ‫ﺳ‬ ‫ﻮ‬ ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﺓ‬ ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﻨ‬ ‫ﺴ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﺀ‬ 4:24) that contains a reference to this concept: "Pay women who give you pleasure whatever you have promised." 56 It is generally accepted that Muhammad's warriors were allowed muta marriages when engaging in holy wars of jihad away from home. 57 There are also a number of recorded cases of muta marriages at the beginning of Islam. In the hadith Sahih Al-Bukhari collection, for example, there are four references to a muta marriage. In one case, permission for it was issued by Muhammad himself: "We were in the army and a messenger arrived from Muhammad and said: Muhammad agreed that you should enjoy yourselves, so enjoy [muta marriages]." 58 Later on, muta marriages were forbidden among Muslims. It is not clear when Muhammad forbade these marriages, but all Sunni authors of the hadith agree that muta marriages were forbidden. On the other hand, Shi'ite sages claim that everyone knows that these marriages were permitted, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the practice is still permitted. An example of the dispute over when the marriages were prohibited may be found in the book Sunan Al-Darimi, which suggests different dates for Muhammad's prohibition. The rst source is, "he said: Muhammad forbade the muta marriage in 629." 59 The second source: "Muhammad forbade the practice of muta marriages and marriages between blood relations in the Hibar year." 60 However, other scholars claim that muta marriages were still practiced in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, at the time of the Caliph Abu Bakr. t e m p o ra r y m a r r i a g e journal of law and religion
Contemporary Temporary Marriage 61
There is comprehensive early eighteenth-century documentation of marriages for a limited time period that were brought for discussion to the Qadi in Sounan (Ṣ an'a'), in Southern Arabia. 62 In Mecca, both in modern and ancient times, the Sunnis conducted marriages for limited periods of time. These marriages were ofcial and valid, but incorporated the divorce formula (ṭ alaḳ ) for the time when the marriage would expire. This combination produced the same type of marriage as their Shi'ite brethren's muta marriage. 63 Documentation also exists about the practice of these marriages into the beginning of the twentieth century in Eastern Syria at Deir ez-Zor, 64 as well as for the practice of this type of marriage among the Falashas in Ethiopia today, where it is known as a "soldier's marriage." It is one of three types of Falasha marriages for a limited period of time which is mutually agreed upon by the couple. 65 There are recent claims that temporary marriage has been used to disguise prostitution in some Middle Eastern countries. Others argue that a temporary marriage is morally superior to the free "and decadent" male-female relationships in modern Western societies. Others maintain that such marriages are becoming newly popular among the majority Shi'ite population in Iraq and they are becoming a convenient way of effectively legalizing prostitution and concubinage, with muta contracts for as short as an hour being upheld by Shi'ite clerics. 66 In recent years, there have been a small number of civil-secular court rulings regarding muta marriages. It is perfectly clear, even from this small number of examples, that these marriages are not recognized, even as putative marriages, as demonstrated in a ruling in the United States in re Marriage of Vryonis. 67 The case involved an Iranian woman in an unhappy muta marriage who sued for alimony. Her so-called husband denied the existence of any such marriage. In spite of the woman's honest and naïve belief that she was married, the court ruled that the marriage was invalid. The reasons for the ruling were basically procedural, since the marriage was not compatible with California civil law. With regard to the marriage itself, there were no witnesses, no written proof, and no cohabitation. Therefore, there was absolutely no basis for the claim that there had been a marriage. A muta marriage was also addressed in Canadian law in the case of Y.J. v. N. J., where the court discussed the question of custody of a ve-year-old Muslim girl born of a muta marriage, which was her father's second marriage. Again, the Canadian civil courts ruled that the marriage was invalid. The court did not relate to the religious aspects of such marriages, including the girl's legitimacy. 68
Shi'ite Temporary Marriage in Rabbinic and Karaite Halakhic Sources
The negative opinion of the sages regarding muta marriages is already apparent in geonic literature. The rst to express an opinion in this regard was Saadia Gaon (882/892-942). In his commentary to the Pentateuch, he notes several times that the prohibition of the kedeshah refers to a muta marriage, and the muta marriage is therefore a biblical prohibition. 69 This opinion is found in the Cairo Genizah manuscript version of his commentary to Deuteronomy 23:18. 70 In his discussion of prostitution, Saadia Gaon places it in the rst, most lenient category, as explained below (translated from the Arabic):
The rst category is a marriage for a limited period, for a woman who agrees to the marriage is called a kedeshah, as in the case of Tamar, the daughter-in-law of Yehudah. And it is written, "There shall be no harlot [kedeshah] of the daughters of Israel," a warning to both the husband and the wife. And why is it in the rst category of forbidden marriages? Because it is a marriage with a ketubah and witnesses and kiddushin. The prohibition applies only because of the woman's situation after the termination of the marriage. 71 Similarly, in a fragment from the Kaufmann manuscript of Saadia Gaon's Sefer ha-Mitzvot, which was found in the Cairo Genizah, he writes: "It is prohibited for a man to marry a woman 68 Y.J. v. N.J., (1994) in a muta marriage, or for a woman to be married [in a muta marriage] for both of them are bound by 'There shall be no kedeshah of the daughters of Israel.'" 72 Saadia Gaon's consistent approach raises two questions, one related to the content, and the other, technical. In both his commentary to the Pentateuch and in his halakhic writings, Saadia Gaon wants to prove that the prohibition against a muta marriage has the status of a biblical prohibition. According to Moshe Zucker, this approach is not indisputable. According to Jewish halakhic sources, marriage for an agreed period is legal and valid, and according to most authorities, may be dissolved only by means of a get, as demonstrated in my detailed discussion of Babylonian and Palestinian Talmudic sources. Thus, if the status of this woman who has completed a marriage for a xed period of time and remarries without a get from her rst husband is the same as the status of an unmarried woman, the second marriage is permitted, as we have seen in the case of "Who will be mine for a day?" But if at the end of a temporary marriage without a get, this woman's status is the same as that of a married woman, then in effect she is still married to her rst husband and now faces the more serious problem of being an adulteress, not a kedeshah (prostitute). 73 In addition, Professor Eliezer Schlossberg (Department of Arabic, Bar-Ilan University) pointed out to me that this explanation of Saadia Gaon is extremely difcult to understand, because he interprets the Bible's general and sweeping prohibition of a kedeshah as referring to a very particular type of marriage that, in his day, was practiced only among Shi'ites. A possible explanation for these two points, one relating to the content, and the other, technical, is offered by Haim Z. Hirschberg (Department of Jewish History, Bar-Ilan University):
Mordechai A. Friedman (Department of Talmud, Tel-Aviv University) adds another dimension by claiming that Saadia Gaon went even further and prohibited marriages for agreed periods even when the woman was given a get at the end of that period. He writes as follows:
It seems more likely that Saadia Gaon was referring to temporary marriages with a get, even though under Shi'ite Islamic law a woman is released from a muta marriage without a divorce. The fact that Jewish sages writing in Judeo-Arabic use a term borrowed from Islamic law does not necessarily mean that the Jewish institution is identical to the corresponding Islamic institution. They were referring to the closest equivalent to the halakhic institution . . . . It would seem that the inuence of the Islamic muta marriage led to the deni-tion of kadesh and kedeshah in this way. The muta marriage was certainly regarded as abhorrent by Saadia Gaon and other sages, including Karaite sages. To them, this was not a marriage, but rather, legalized prostitution . . . what is indubitable is that the Jewish leadership regarded temporary marriages as contrary to Jewish sexual ethics . . . their abhorrence led them to take extreme measures: using creative hermeneutics, they created a new Torah prohibition. 75 Indeed a similar approach to that of Saadia Gaon was adopted by Karaites such as Daniel Alkumsi 76 and David ben Avraham Alfasi, 77 who ruled that a muta marriage is forbidden and is nothing less than prostitution. a common persian origin: a comparison of the babylonian talmudic marriage and shi'ite temporary marriage 78 Unlike the variety of problematic explanations of "Who will be mine for a day?" reviewed above, there are scholars who attribute this appeal by the sages to the Persian inuence in Babylonia in the (David Kraemer ed., 1989 t e m p o ra r y m a r r i a g e journal of law and religionearly centuries of the Common Era. Marrying a woman for an agreed period, which is problematic according to the modern halakhic conception of marriage, was a well-known practice in the Persian era, at the time that the Babylonian Talmud was compiled. This practice derives from a more general practice of giving objects for a stated period, as "a gift to be returned." This fascinating approach appears in an article by Yaakov Elman (Department of Jewish History, Yeshiva University) in which he claims that the close contact of the Amoraic elite with Persian culture had a considerable inuence on religious Jewish law, including the laws of marriage. He bases this conclusion on the fact that two of the most important amoraim in the Talmud openly admit to entering into what were apparently temporary marriages. He writes as follows:
This is so even though two very prominent rabbis, the aforementioned R. Nahman and the rst-generation amora Rav, entered into such marriages [temporary marriages] . . . . This is but one of many indications that the relationship of the Babylonian rabbinic elite to Sasanian culture was much closer than has been supposed . . . . The entire discussion presupposes that such marriages were contracted by prominent rabbis. 79 In his article, Elman paints a fascinating picture of the ancient Persian practice of giving articles for an agreed period, with the articles including women. It is therefore not surprising, in his opinion, that this practice was adopted by Babylonian Jews, including the sages. He notes that the need to ght the practice seems to prove the extent to which it had spread and become accepted, both socially and halakhically:
The fact that these traditions continued to circulate with only technical objections raised, rather than objections that go to the heart of the institution, indicates that such temporary marriages had taken deep root within the Babylonian Jewish community . . . . Though the second explanation by the redactors suggests that the marriage was not consummated then, this was only for technical reasons: no moral opprobrium was attached to such temporary arrangements . . . . The nexus of the discussions is the potential violation of incest or the rules of impurity, not the impropriety of polygyny or temporary marriage. 80 There are scholars who claim that this Persian practice is the basis for the Shi'ite muta, which slowly became an accepted social practice in the Persian-Shi'ite period prior to the emergence of Zoroastrianism. 81 Indeed, in a later period, the Persian book of rulings (the Sasanian law book) Madayan i Hazar Dadestan, 82 contains a number of records of temporary marriages in which a woman is handed over by her legal husband, or by her father-even though she may be married to another man-for a predened period of time, or instructions for dealing with the case of a woman who admits that she gave herself to a man to serve as his wife for ten years, and so on. 83 It seems highly likely that this Persian practice is the source of the Shi'ite muta marriage, and Babylonian Jews, most probably living in this environment, felt the impact of its inuence on the structure of Jewish marriage in their community. Scholars such as Salo Baron point out that the institution of temporary marriage was almost certainly inuenced by the polygamy that was prevalent in Babylonia 84 but was foreign to Erez Israel, where it was banned by the Roman authorities. 85 In all of the above writings, it appears that the Talmud is the only source not deterred by the possibility that the case of "Who will be mine for a day?" involved a temporary marriage for an agreed period despite the fact that this case categorically contradicts the halakhic principle that it is forbidden to take more than one wife, especially when the wives are located in different towns.
It seems fairly obvious that these sages indeed sought wives for short periods of time when visiting towns far from home. The compilers of the two sources related only the technical issues involved, without any implied condemnation of this practice. The other explanation, that temporary marriages are not real valid marriages, is examined by the compilers only from a technical perspective, and there is no discussion of the substantive principles involved. The only question of principle discussed is the fear that these marriages may result in sibling marriages, thus resulting in incest. There is no condemnation of polygamy or of temporary marriages for a limited period. 86 Thus, scholars such as Isaiah Gafni (Department of Jewish History, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem) have concluded that the Jewish community was inuenced by the Persian environment, where temporary marriages were common, and this was the background for the sages' attempt to enter into temporary marriages for an agreed period of time. 87 According to Zeev Falk, 88 Rashba may have reversed his earlier opinion-allowing a marriage for a predetermined period, after which the marriage would dissolve itself automatically without any divorce procedure-due to the negative effects of this practice on the structure of the Jewish family, whereby marriage would resemble the muta marriage: "Rashba was perhaps inuenced by the disgust of Muslim judges for temporary marriage-muta-also known as renting, ljara, 89 which they regarded to be closely related to prostitution." 90 faiths: through a deep and thorough exploration of the origins of marriage traditions, a commonality of origin is found. 95 acknowledgments Special thanks are due to Michael J. Broyde, Israel Z. Gilat, and Ronnie Warburg, who provided me with helpful comments while I was writing this article.
